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ICF Accredited Gestalt Coaching Program
The Gestalt Coaching Program, an ICF Accredited Coach Training Program, is a Gestalt-based approach to coaching that incorporates cutting-edge coaching
theories from thought leaders worldwide. This program is founded on core Gestalt values, which hold that it is the awareness of self and others, in the context
of aware possibilities, that support choice for intervention and success. A core Gestalt coaching belief is that it is the nature of the coach’s support and
presence which assists the client to do the desired work in service of goals that are achievable, believable, concrete, and deliverable.
The program is designed to teach the theory and practice of coaching leadership and management using a Gestalt theoretical and conceptual orientation.
Coaching theory, concept, method, and technique from the fields of Gestalt theory, concepts, and practices will shape the program curriculum. Participants
will develop a system of ongoing assessment, practice coaching, and receive feedback and guidance in the coaching behaviors needed for individual,
executive, and organizational coaching engagements. This program will be targeted to support effective coaching interventions with individuals, groups, and
complex systems. Participants will also learn to design their coaching practice to stimulate learning, development, creativity together with intentional and
transformational change.
The program is designed to satisfy all requirements for ICF Credentialing application for the participants within the program, which is different than many other
ACTP programs, which usually ask participants to attend additional certification workshops or programs. Graduates of GCP will only need to take a short
applied exam with GCP faculty after the program ends to receive a certificate of completion, which will enable them to apply for ICF Credentialing through
ACTP track.
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The Program Offers
•
•
•
•
•
•

Four sessions over 6 months
Monthly teleclasses (8)
A student-mentor faculty ratio of 4-1
A faculty mentor assigned to each student
An online experiential learning environment that is designed to support embodiment of learning
Mentor Group UOS (7-8 Meetings)

Co-Chairperson & Faculty

Coaching Faculty

Program Dates

Price

Dost Deniz, MBA, MCC
Gila Şeritçioğlu, MA, CAGS, MCC
Dorothy E. Siminovitch, PhD, MCC

Zeynep Evgin, MCC
Belkıs Kazmirci, MCC
Elif Suner, MCC
Cahide Akkuzu, MCC
Yeşim Özlale, (ACC)

Session 1: Feb 16-20, 2022
Session 2: April 5-9, 2022
Session 3: June 1-4, 2022
Executive Client Day:
June 23-24th, 2022
Session 4: Sept 7-10, 2022

US$ 7,200 + VAT
Installment plan available
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About The Program Leaders
Dorothy E. Siminovitch, Ph.D., MCC is an international leadership, team, and organizational coach, mentor coach, speaker, and author. She is considered the pioneer
of the Gestalt Coaching Program, is the Director of Training for ICF-ACTP Gestalt Coaching Program and is a co-owner of the Gestalt Center for Coaching. Her training
and development workshops focuses on assisting peak performance, mobilization toward innovation, enhancing one’s signature presence and masterful use of self,
teaching competencies for group leadership, and supporting practices that develop personal mastery. Dorothy promotes optimism as the essential, professional
mindset for success. She uses Gestalt theory and awareness process tools to support personal and professional development at the individual, group, and
organizational levels. Additional best practices from neuroscience and mindfulness are used to help executive clients find greater creativity and resilience, and to
embody a grounded presence and more choiceful use of self. Dorothy has served on professional coaching boards, which called for her stewardship by inviting her
knowledge of excellence in teaching and ethical practice. Dorothy is the author of A Gestalt Coaching Primer: The Path Toward Awareness IQ (available on Amazon).
She is co-author of the Awareness 20/20TM leadership awareness instrument. She has evolved gestalt theory with the articulation of “Awareness Intelligence”TM and
offers her trainings around the world.
Dost Deniz, MBA, MCC is the first Master Certified Coach, as accredited by International Coach Federation in Turkey and South East Europe. He is the head coach and
founder of MareFidelis Coaching and Consulting, the premier coaching company in the region, serving leaders from all walks of life. Dost has extensive experience
coaching C – level, high driving executives and leaders. Considered as one of the top leadership coaches in the region, he specializes in coaching the top leader and
the executive team, a high impact intervention. Dost has coached and trained leaders and their coaches in Europe, North and South America, Asia, Far East and
Oceania. Dost have had the opportunity to support through significant personal and organizational challenges and opportunities, while also pursuing his own interest
into both practical and conceptual frameworks of human and organizational development. This experience, together with his formal education in engineering and
business, and work experience in finance and treasury, and many years of professional training in Gestalt Organization and System Development, Political Systems,
Business Strategy, Human behaviour and development, Organization and leadership theory, has helped him to distil an approach that puts him in high demand among
high level and upwardly mobile executives. Dost has been a practitioner and teacher of Insight meditation, Eastern Martial Arts, and Qi Gong many years. His approach
is integral, helping clients to achieve “Strong Body – Clear Mind – Open Heart TM” to develop capacity to stay present to all the challenges of the complex organizational,
economical, political and behavioural context they are operating in.
Gila Ancel Seritcioglu, MA., CAGS, MCC in Turkey, entitled through the International Coach Federation ICF. She offers a unique combination of twenty-five years of
extensive experience developing the human potential and performance of leaders and people of various ages as a Gestalt coach, facilitator, expressive arts therapist,
educationalist and trainer. She is the founder of Increa Creative Coaching & Consulting. Currently she works locally and internationaly and is specialised in coaching
top executives, teams, leaders, professionals, groups and organisations. She also has extensive experience in designing and implementing tailor made experiential
trainings and workshops using creative techniques. Gila has established her own preschool KIDS in 1991 and has been working with children and families in order to
create greater impact as an educationalist, psychologist, supervisor and leader. Gila coaches in Turkish and English. She is a member and coach of the Global Coaching
Network representing Turkey. She is a Certified Somatic Coach through the Strozzi Institute and works with leaders on building an impactful leadership presence. She
has founded ‘ Coming Back To Center’ workshop series with her Italian colleague and offers transformational leadership programs in nature in Tuscany, Italy. She is
also one of the three founders and faculty of the Gestalt Center for Coaching which offers accredited coach trainings through ICF and Gestalt based workshops.
+90 (212) 325 98 50

| info@gestaltcenterforcoaching.com | gestaltcenterforcoaching.com

